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Bioenergetic Constraints on the Evolution
of Complex Life

Nick Lane

Department of Genetics, Evolution and Environment, University College London, London WC1E 6BT,
United Kingdom

Correspondence: nick.lane@ucl.ac.uk

All morphologically complex life on Earth, beyond the level of cyanobacteria, is eukaryotic.
All eukaryotes share a common ancestor that was already a complex cell. Despite their
biochemical virtuosity, prokaryotes show little tendency to evolve eukaryotic traits or large
genomes. Here I argue that prokaryotes are constrained by their membrane bioenergetics, for
fundamental reasons relating to the origin of life. Eukaryotes arose in a rare endosymbiosis
between two prokaryotes, which broke the energetic constraints on prokaryotes and gave rise
to mitochondria. Loss of almost all mitochondrial genes produced an extreme genomic
asymmetry, in which tiny mitochondrial genomes support, energetically, a massive
nuclear genome, giving eukaryotes three to five orders of magnitude more energy per
gene than prokaryotes. The requirement for endosymbiosis radically altered selection on
eukaryotes, potentially explaining the evolution of unique traits, including the nucleus,
sex, two sexes, speciation, and aging.

Evolutionary theory has enormous explana-
tory power and is understood in detail at

the molecular genetic level, yet it cannot easily
predict even the past. The history of life on
Earth is troubling. Life apparently arose very
early, perhaps 4 billion years ago, but then
remained essentially bacterial for probably
some 2–3 billion years. Bacteria and archaea
explored almost every conceivable metabolic
niche and still dominate in terms of biomass.
Yet, in morphological diversity and genomic
complexity, bacteria barely begin to compare
with eukaryotes, even at the level of cells,
let alone multicellular plants and animals. Eu-
karyotes are monophyletic and share a common
ancestor that by definition arose only once,

probably between 1.5 and 2 billion years ago,
although the dates are poorly constrained (Knoll
et al. 2006; Parfrey et al. 2011). The eukaryotic
common ancestor already had a nucleus, nucle-
ar pore complexes, introns and exons, straight
chromosomes, mitosis and meiotic sex, a dy-
namic cytoskeleton, an endoplasmic reticulum,
and mitochondria, making it difficult to trace
the evolution of these traits from a prokaryotic
state (Koonin 2010). The “eukaryotic niche”—
limited metabolic diversity but enormous mor-
phological complexity—was never invaded by
prokaryotes. In short, life arose early, stagnated
in morphological complexity for several billion
years, and then rather abruptly gave rise to a
single group—the eukaryotes—which explored
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the morphological realm of life in ways never
seen in bacteria or archaea.

Consider the possibility of life evolving on
other planets. Would it follow a similar trajec-
tory? If not, why not? Evolutionary theory gives
little insight. The perplexing history of life on
Earth conceals a paradox relating to natural
selection. If basal eukaryotic traits such as the
nucleus, meiotic sex, and phagocytosis arose
by selection, starting with a prokaryotic ances-
tor, and each step offered some small advantage
over the last, then why don’t the same traits arise
repeatedly in prokaryotes too? Prokaryotes
made many a start. There are examples of bac-
teria or archaea with nucleus-like structures
(Lindsay et al. 2001), recombination (Smith
et al. 1993), linear chromosomes (Bentley et al.
2002), internal membranes (Pinevich 1997),
multiple replicons (Robinson and Bell 2007),
giant size (Schulz and Jorgensen 2001), extreme
polyploidy (Mendell et al. 2008), a dynamic cy-
toskeleton (Vats and Rothfield 2009), predation
(Davidov and Jurkevitch 2009), parasitism
(Moran 2007), introns and exons (Simon and
Zimmerly 2008), intercellular signaling (Waters
and Bassler 2005), endocytosis-like processes
(Lonhienne et al. 2010), and even endosymbi-
onts (Wujek 1979; von Dohlen et al. 2001). Yet,
for each of these traits, bacteria and archaea
stopped well short of the baroque complexity
of eukaryotes. Compare this with the evolution
of eyes. From a simple, light-sensitive spot in an
early metazoan, morphologically disparate eyes
arose on scores of occasions (Vopalensky and
Kozmic 2009). This is exactly what evolutionary
theory predicts. Each step offers an advantage in
its own ecological setting, so morphologically
different eyes arise on multiple occasions. Why
is this not the case for traits such as the nucleus,
meiotic sex, and phagocytosis? To suggest that
lateral gene transfer (LGT) or bacterial conju-
gation is equivalent to meiotic sex will not do:
Neither involves a systematic and reciprocal ex-
change of alleles across the entire genome.

The simplest explanation is a bottleneck.
The “big bang” radiation of major eukaryotic
supergroups, combined with the apparent ab-
sence of surviving evolutionary intermediates
between prokaryotes and the last eukaryotic

common ancestor, does indeed hint at a bottle-
neck at the origin of eukaryotes. There is no
shortage of environmental possibilities, from
snowball glaciations to rising atmospheric oxy-
gen. The most widely held explanation con-
tends that when oxygen levels rose after the great
oxidation event, some proto-eukaryotic cells
acquired mitochondria, which protected them
against oxygen toxicity (Andersson and Kur-
land 1999) and enabled them to exploit oxygen
as a terminal electron acceptor in respiration
(Sagan 1967), giving the first eukaryotes an
enormous competitive advantage. They swiftly
occupied new niches made available by oxygen,
outcompeting to extinction any other prokary-
otes that tried subsequently to invade this niche
(de Duve 2007; Gross and Bhattacharya 2010).
But this is an evolutionary “just-so story” and
has no evidence to support it. The idea that
mitochondria might protect against oxygen
toxicity is nonsense: The single-electron donors
of respiratory chains are among the most potent
free-radical generators known. And what was to
stop facultatively aerobic bacteria—from which
the mitochondria evolved, hence already pres-
ent—from occupying the aerobic niche first?

In fact, the limited evidence available sug-
gests that oxygen had little to do with it (Müller
et al. 2012; van der Giezen and Lenton 2012).
A large, diverse group of morphologically sim-
ple protists dubbed archezoa are the key here.
The archezoa appear to lack mitochondria;
and three decades ago, looked to branch deeply
in the eukaryotic tree. Cavalier-Smith postulat-
ed that some archezoa might be primitively
amitochondriate: surviving evolutionary inter-
mediates between prokaryotes and eukaryotes
(Cavalier-Smith 1987, 1989). But 20 years of
careful molecular biology and phylogenetics
have shown that all known archezoa possess spe-
cialized organelles that derive from mitochon-
dria, namely hydrogenosomes or mitosomes
(Keeling 1998; Embley and Martin 2006; van
der Giezen 2009; Archibald 2011). The archezoa
are obviously not real evolutionary intermedi-
ates, and radical developments in phylogenom-
ics have transformed the eukaryotic tree to a
“big-bang” radiation with no early branching
archezoa (Koonin 2010). The archezoa remain
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significant not because they are genuine evolu-
tionary intermediates, but because they are true
ecological intermediates. Critically, they were
not outcompeted to extinction by more so-
phisticated aerobic eukaryotes. On the contrary,
they lost their capacity for aerobic respiration
and depend instead on anaerobic fermenta-
tions, yet remain, morphologically, more com-
plex than bacteria or archaea.

The fact that the archezoa are a phylogenet-
ically disparate group that arose on multiple
occasions is equally significant. The “interme-
diate” niche is viable and was invaded many
times, without the new arrivals being outcom-
peted to extinction by existing cells, or vice ver-
sa. Yet each time the invader was an anaerobic
eukaryote, which adapted by reductive evolu-
tion to the niche—not bacteria or archaea
evolving slightly greater complexity. What is
the likelihood of this bias? Given at least 20
independent origins of archezoa (van der Gie-
zen 2009; Müller et al. 2012), the probability of
these ecological intermediates arising each time
from the eukaryotes rather than prokaryotes is
less than one in a million. It is far more parsimo-
nious to assume that there was something about
the structure of eukaryotes that facilitated their
invasion of this intermediate niche; and, con-
versely, something about the structure of pro-
karyotes that tended to preclude their evolution
of greater morphological complexity. But this
quite reasonable statement is loaded because it
implies that prokaryotes existed for nearly 4 bil-
lion years, and throughout that time showed no
tendency to evolve greater morphological com-
plexity. In stark contrast, eukaryotes arose just
once, a seemingly improbable event.

Here I argue that the constraint on prokary-
otes was bioenergetic. There was, indeed, a
bottleneck at the origin of eukaryotes, but it
was biological (restrictive), not environmental
(selective). It related to the physical structure of
prokaryotic cells: Both bacteria and archaea
respire across their plasma membrane. I make
three key points, which arguably apply to life
elsewhere in the universe, and are therefore pro-
posed as biological principles that could guide
our understanding of life generally: (1) chemi-
osmotic coupling is as universal as the genetic

code, for fundamental reasons relating to the
origin of life; (2) prokaryotes are constrained
by chemiosmotic coupling across their plasma
membrane, but eukaryotes escaped this con-
straint through a rare and stochastic endosym-
biosis between two prokaryotes, giving them
orders of magnitude more energy per gene;
and (3) this endosymbiosis, in turn, produced
a unique genomic asymmetry, transforming
the selection pressures acting on eukaryotes
and driving the evolution of unique eukaryotic
traits.

ENERGETIC CONSTRAINTS ON THE
ORIGIN OF LIFE

Why are all cells powered by chemiosmotic
coupling? In place of straightforward chemical
coupling between “high-energy” moieties gen-
erated by substrate-level phosphorylation,
chemiosmosis uses a gradient of protons (or
sodium ions) across a membrane. First pro-
posed by Peter Mitchell (1961), the mechanism
remained controversial for two decades. Part of
the reason for this was surely that the interpo-
lation of an electrochemical ion gradient across
a membrane seemed little short of crazy. Why
would nature come up with something so odd?
Since then, research on chemiosmotic coupling
has focused mainly on the structure and func-
tion of respiratory complexes involved in gen-
erating and harnessing proton gradients. This
work has been extremely successful, culminat-
ing in the recent atomic-level resolution of the
structure of complex I (Baradaran et al. 2013).
From the beginning, however, Mitchell’s inter-
ests went beyond the precise mechanisms of
coupling into questions about how cells inter-
act with their environment. As early as 1957,
Mitchell published a paper on the origin of
life, in which he wrote:

I cannot consider the organism without its en-
vironment . . . from a formal point of view the
two may be regarded as equivalent phases be-
tween which dynamic contact is maintained by
the membranes that separate and link them
(Mitchell 1957).

This line of Mitchell’s thinking has been less
successful, but I would argue is equally pre-
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scient. There has been remarkably little interest
in why such a counterintuitive mechanism of
energy transduction evolved. As we know it,
chemiosmotic coupling requires a combination
of sophisticated molecular machines, such as
the ATP synthase (a nanoscale rotary motor)
and an ion-tight membrane. Given that the ear-
liest membranes—probably fatty acid vesicles
or something similar—were extremely perme-
able to protons, the idea that chemiosmotic
coupling could have been the earliest form
of energy transduction has not enjoyed much
popularity (Pohorille and Deamer 2009; Mul-
kidjanian et al. 2012). But if it arose subse-
quently, why did it displace all other forms of
energy transduction to become universal? In
fact, the underexplored possibility that chemi-
osmotic coupling was the primordial energy
source is compelling—but only in a very specific
setting.

Natural Proton Gradients in Alkaline
Hydrothermal Vents

Michael Russell and colleagues have argued for
two decades that natural proton and redox
gradients in alkaline hydrothermal vents could
have driven the origin of life (Russell et al.
1993, 2013; Russell and Hall 1997; Martin and
Russell 2003, 2007; Martin et al. 2008). Organic
chemists have been very successful at the batch
synthesis of organics, including amino acids
and even activated nucleotides (Powner et al.
2009), but there are intractable problems with
the conception of a primordial soup, not least
how to drive and focus the continuous exergon-
ic reactions needed to generate RNA, DNA, pro-
teins, and lipids at high enough rates and con-
centrations for them to form growing, dividing,
cell-like structures, capable of evolution by nat-
ural selection (Lane et al. 2010). Many of these
difficulties are solved by alkaline hydrothermal
vents, at least as they should have existed 4 bil-
lion years ago, when high CO2 levels (0.1–1 bar)
and anoxia meant that the oceans should have
been mildly acidic (pH 5–6) and rich in dis-
solved transition metals, notably ferrous iron
(Sleep et al. 2011; Arndt and Nisbet 2012).
These vents are natural far-from-equilibrium

electrochemical reactors, which provide a con-
tinuous flow of H2 (in millimolar quantities),
CO2, and NH3 through a labyrinth of thin-
walled micropores containing catalytic Fe(Ni)S
minerals. Thermophoresis through these laby-
rinths concentrates organics to high levels, po-
tentially driving the beginnings of biochemistry
(Baaske et al. 2007). The single most appealing
aspect of such vents is that their compartments
are analogous to autotrophic cells, right down to
the magnitude (150–300 mV) and polarity
(acid outside) of proton gradients across thin
inorganic walls (Russell and Hall 1997; Lane
et al. 2010).

But there are two big problems with alkaline
hydrothermal vents. The first is the starting
point: H2 and CO2. In terms of thermodynam-
ics, H2 and CO2 should react to form organics:
The synthesis of total cell biomass is exergonic
under alkaline hydrothermal conditions be-
tween 25˚C and 125˚C (Amend and McCollom
2009; Amend et al. 2013). In practice, there is
an energetic barrier to the reduction of CO2,
with the step from formate (CHOO2) to for-
maldehyde (CH2O) being strongly endergonic
(Maden 2000). This has proven difficult to
break down under plausibly abiotic conditions.
Methanogens and acetogens live from exactly
this reaction, via the ancient acetyl CoA path-
way drawing on numerous enzymes with cata-
lytic Fe(Ni)S centers that resemble the minerals
found in vents (Russell and Martin 2004). How-
ever, attempts to reduce CO2 with H2 using
Fe(Ni)S minerals in the laboratory have so far
proved disappointing. This difficulty is hardly
trivial and prompted Wächtershäuser (1988) to
surmise that it was impossible for life to have
started from CO2 and H2 for that very reason.

The second problem relates to the proton
gradients themselves. Specifically, how could
proton flux be harnessed to do useful work in
an abiotic vent system in the absence of pro-
teins? One possible answer could solve both
problems. In redox reactions that involve pro-
tons, the reduction potential depends on pH
(proton concentration) and falls by �60 mV
for every unit rise in pH. In the case of H2, the
standard reduction potential of the Hþ/H2

couple at pH 7, Eo0, is –414 mV. In contrast,
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the Eo0 of the CO2/HCOOH couple is –430 mV,
and of the HCOOH/CH2O couple is –580 mV.
Thus, at pH 7, it is, indeed, impossible for H2 to
reduce CO2 to CH2O. But neither the vent fluids
nor the oceans are at neutral pH. The actual
reduction potential (Eh) of the Hþ/H2 couple
falls to –590 mVat pH 10; that is, H2 is far more
reducing. In contrast, the Eh of the CO2/
HCOOH couple at pH 6 rises to –370 mV,
and the Eh of the HCOOH/CH2O couple rises
to –520 mV; that is, CO2 is more easily reduced.
Thus, H2 at pH 10 could theoretically reduce
CO2 at pH 6 to make formaldehyde. That might
sound improbable but is, in fact, exactly what
alkaline hydrothermal vents can offer. Electrons
could be transferred from H2 at pH 10 to CO2 at
pH 6 across a thin, semiconducting barrier
composed of FeS minerals. FeS minerals such
as mackinawite are themselves protonated, with
a pKa at �pH 7. If the inorganic barrier is thin
enough for FeS to “feel” the distinct reduction
potentials in two adjacent compartments, one
containing CO2 in ocean water at pH 6 and the
other containing H2 in alkaline hydrothermal
fluids at pH 10, there should be a transfer of

electrons from H2 to CO2, to produce simple
organics such as formaldehyde, breaking the
energetic barrier (Fig. 1).

From Harvesting to Generating Proton
Gradients

Hydrothermal flow and percolation of ocean
waters should drive the continuous reduction
of CO2 to organics, as suggested by thermo-
dynamics, while simultaneously concentrating
them by thermophoresis. Not only organic syn-
theses are favored under these conditions, but
some higher-order assemblies too, such as fatty-
acid vesicles (Budin et al. 2009) and polymeri-
zation (Amend et al. 2013; Mast et al. 2013).
This is not the place to discuss the origin of
protocells. Suffice it to say that natural proton
gradients can provide the energy needed not
only at the earliest stages, but also subsequently
in the world of protocells, ribosomes, genes, and
proteins, still within the vent (Lane and Martin
2012). For example, methanogens use proton
gradients to reduce ferredoxin via the energy-
converting hydrogenase Ech, driving CO2 re-

pH10: Lower reduction
potential, H2 more likely
to reduce FeS

Hydrothermal flow

FeS minerals such as
mackinawite “feel” the
reduction potential on
both sides, so transfer

electrons from H2 to CO2

pH6: Higher reduction
potential, CO2 more likely to
be reduced to formic acid
and formaldehyde by FeS

Percolation of ocean waters

H+

H+CO2
CO2

CO2

CO2

H2O

H+

H+
H+ H+

2H+

2H+

H2

H2
H2

H2

H2

CH2O
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2H+

OH–

OH–
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OH–OH– OH–
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Figure 1. Proposed vectorial reduction of CO2 by H2 across a thin FeS barrier. The reduction potential (Eh) of the
Hþ/H2 couple is –590 mVat pH 10, whereas the Eh of the CO2/HCOOH couple at pH 6 is –370 mV, and the Eh

of the HCOOH/CH2O is –520 mV. A semiconducting FeS barrier should “feel” the distinct reduction potentials
in both compartments and transfer electrons from H2 to CO2, to produce simple organics such as formaldehyde
(CH2O).
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duction within cells (Buckel and Thauer 2013).
Ultimately, natural proton gradients could drive
ATP synthesis directly via an ATP synthase
embedded in a lipid membrane. Such a system
works well in the absence of active pumping,
but importantly, only if the membrane is leaky
to protons (Lane and Martin 2012). Although
leaky membranes rapidly dissipate proton gra-
dients, in a vent setting they are replenished
by hydrothermal flow. In the absence of active
pumping, it is imperative that the membrane
be leaky to protons and hydroxide ions, or else
protons enter the cell faster than they can leave,
equilibrating the concentration gradient. That
cuts off cells from their energy supply and
should kill any that evolved “modern” ion-tight
membranes before they had active ion pumps.
The universality of the ATP synthase in the ab-
sence of a common membrane or active pump-
ing machinery in bacteria and archaea is con-
sistent with this scenario (Lane and Martin
2012).

Thus, natural proton gradients could, in
principle, drive both carbon and energy metab-
olism in vents, leading to the evolution of pro-
tocells. But this is only half a chemiosmotic
circuit. If cells that depend on natural ion gra-
dients need to be leaky, how did they tighten off
their membranes to protons and other ions and
begin pumping themselves? The origin of active
pumping is costly and difficult and might have
forced the deep divergence between archaea and
bacteria, as described elsewhere (Lane and Mar-
tin 2012). Yet it was strictly necessary on ther-
modynamic grounds. In methanogens (ar-
chaea) and acetogens (bacteria), H2 and CO2

provide the carbon and energy needed for
growth, what Everett Shock called “a free lunch
that you’re paid to eat” (Shock et al. 1998). It
is no accident that both groups are obligately
chemiosmotic. The problem is the energetic
barrier to reducing CO2 with H2. In vents, the
barrier is broken by natural proton gradients,
but to escape (or survive in regions that lack
gradients) means finding another way to break
the energy barrier. Methanogens and acetogens
do so by an ingenious process called flavin-
based electron bifurcation (Li et al. 2008; Kaster
et al. 2011), which uses the exergonic steps of

the reaction between H2 and CO2 to generate
a proton (or sodium) gradient, reestablishing
what vents provide for free. This process seems
to be necessary. The energy released by the re-
action of H2 and CO2 is less than double the
energy input needed to overcome the barrier
to their reaction. In terms of stoichiometric
chemistry, 1 ATP must be consumed to gain
�1.5 ATPs (Martin and Russell 2007; Thauer
et al. 2008). Obviously 0.5 ATP is not possible,
so, in fact, 1 ATP must be spent to gain 1 ATP.
This simple fact precludes growth by stoichio-
metric chemistry, such as substrate-level phos-
phorylation (Martin and Russell 2007). The
beauty of chemiosmotic coupling is that it tran-
scends chemistry. It allows cells to “save up loose
change”—substoichiometric energy conserva-
tion (Lane 2010). A single reaction can be re-
peated indefinitely to generate an ion electro-
chemical potential, which can then be used to
drive ATP synthesis and growth.

What does all this mean? The origin of life
is a matter of probabilities. Alkaline hydrother-
mal vents are produced by a geological process
called “serpentinization,” which is no more
than the reaction of minerals such as olivine
with water at low temperatures (Martin et al.
2008; Sleep et al. 2011). Both olivine and water
are ubiquitous in interstellar space and are like-
ly to be common on exoplanets. Serpentiniza-
tion is therefore likely to be widespread. It is an
exergonic reaction that produces warm alkaline
fluids and hydrogen gas in large quantities. Al-
kaline vents are therefore likely to be abundant
on any wet, rocky planet. Given a CO2 atmo-
sphere (again commonplace), such vents can
be relied on to produce natural microporous
systems replete with proton gradients, Fe(Ni)S
minerals, and the H2/CO2 redox couple. That
means that the “shopping list” for life is just
rock, water, and CO2. But for thermodynamic
reasons, these conditions, in turn, are likely to
force the emergence of cells that depend on
proton gradients and ultimately chemiosmotic
coupling. Perhaps life can arise some other way;
but as a matter of probability, life elsewhere is
most likely to resemble bacteria on Earth, right
down to chemiosmotic coupling across a mem-
brane. If so, then the evolution of complex life
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will face the same problems anywhere in the
universe.

ENERGETICS OF THE TRANSITION FROM
PROKARYOTES TO EUKARYOTES

With the evolution of photosynthesis and the
accumulation of higher potential electron ac-
ceptors—ultimately oxygen—membrane bio-
energetics could have been supplanted by other
forms of energy transduction. This did not hap-
pen, probably for two reasons. First, chemios-
motic coupling is extremely versatile, because
it allows almost any combination of electron
donor and acceptor to be plugged into a basic
electrical circuit. The proteins required form
a limited “redox protein construction kit” (Bay-
mann et al. 2003; Schoepp-Cothenet et al. 2013),
which is easily passed around by lateral gene
transfer, enabling swift adaptation to new nich-
es. Second, by decoupling an exergonic reaction
from ATP synthesis, growth can be sustained
using many redox couples, which in terms of
stoichiometric chemistry should not support
life. Substoichiometric energy conservation al-
lows the last drops of energy to be squeezed out
of any reaction. Although membrane bioener-
getics was probably forced into existence by a
highly constrained set of circumstances, noth-
ing supplants chemiosmotic coupling because
nothing else is as versatile or efficient.

Yet, for all their metabolic virtuosity, neither
bacteria nor archaea ever evolved the morpho-
logical complexity that typifies eukaryotes. De-
spite their deep genetic and biochemical diver-
gence, both these groups are constrained by
their energetics: Both respire across their plasma
membrane. This does not constrain real pro-
karyotes in any way, it merely sets limits on
what is possible. We do not see large prokaryotic
cells crammed with internal compartments en-
coded by outsized genomes because these are
not energetically sustainable in prokaryotes.
The problem is energy per gene (Lane and Mar-
tin 2010).

In terms of mean metabolic rate per gram,
bacteria respire about threefold faster than eu-
karyotic protists (Fig. 2). But in terms of mean
metabolic rate per cell, protists respire around

5000 times faster than bacteria. The difference
just reflects mean cell volume; protists are
around 15,000 times larger than bacteria. This
difference nearly vanishes again if the metabolic
rate of protists is considered in relation to ge-
nome size. Despite their enormous mean differ-
ence in size, bacteria and protists have nearly
equal energy per megabase of DNA. Therefore,
eukaryotes become larger, scale up respiration
accordingly, and use their energy to support a
much larger genome. In microbes, �75%–80%
of the ATP budget of the cell is spent on protein
synthesis (Harold 1986). To a first approxima-
tion, then, energy per gene equates to energy per
protein. Standardizing to energy per gene, pro-
tists have �5000-fold more energy to spend on
protein synthesis than bacteria (Lane and Mar-
tin 2010).

Scaling of Cell Volume and Genome
Copy Number

But this difference really reflects cell volume,
which should be standardized too. That re-
quires scaling up a bacterium to eukaryote size,
15,000-fold in volume. This demands some as-
sumptions about respiration and protein syn-
thesis. Bacteria and archaea respire over their
plasma membrane and thus are subject to
surface-area-to-volume constraints. Increasing
their linear dimension 25-fold increases their
surface area 625-fold, and volume 15,000-fold.
ATP synthesis could therefore increase 625-fold,
but such an increase would require a 625-fold
increase in the number of respiratory proteins,
ATP synthase enzymes, and all other molecular
machinery needed to transcribe and translate
the genes. Transcription from a single bacterial
genome could hardly be increased 625-fold. We
must then scale up the number of genomes ac-
cordingly. To a superficial first approximation,
scaling up ATP synthesis 625-fold would require
haploid genome number to increase by 625-
fold. Energy per gene would remain unchanged.
If we take internal volume into consideration,
the same principles apply. Protein synthe-
sis could not increase 15,000-fold from a sin-
gle genome, but if the number of haploid ge-
nomes were increased 15,000-fold, energy per
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gene would fall by 25-fold. So scaling up a bac-
terium to mean eukaryotic volume would cut
energy per gene by 5000 � 25 ¼ 125,000-fold
(Lane 2011a). All else being equal, a eukaryotic-
sized bacterium should have about five orders of
magnitude less energy per gene than the eu-
karyote (Lane and Martin 2010; Lane 2011a).

These numbers may seem absurd but are
supported by the few examples of giant bacteria
known, notably Epulopiscium and Thiomarga-
rita. These cells are larger than most protists and
show extreme polyploidy. Epulopiscium has tens
of thousands of copies of its complete genome
(Mendell et al. 2008), whereas Thiomargarita

has around 15,000 copies (Lane and Martin
2010; Angert 2012). In both cases, the genomes
are placed next to the plasma membrane, and
the internal volume of the cell is metabolically
inactive (being a giant vacuole in the case of
Thiomargarita). Thus, despite their giant size,
their energy per gene is exactly equivalent to
that of E. coli (Fig. 2), as predicted by the scaling
argument above. In comparison, eukaryotic
protists such as Euglena and Amoeba proteus
have orders of magnitude more energy per
gene (Fig. 2).

How do eukaryotes escape the scaling prob-
lem? Their chimeric ancestry is the key. Phylo-
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Figure 2. Energetics of genome size in eukaryotes and prokaryotes. (A) Mean energy per gene in prokaryotes
versus eukaryotes equalized for genome size. (Gray) Prokaryotes; (black) eukaryotes. Note the log scale. (B)
Mean energy per gene in prokaryotes versus eukaryotes equalized for genome size and cell volume (see text).
(Gray) Prokaryotes; (black) eukaryotes. Note the log scale. (C) Mean energy per gram in prokaryotes versus
eukaryotes. (D) Power per haploid genome (energy per gene � number of genes in one haploid genome) in
(lane a) Escherichia coli; (lane b) Thiomargarita; (lane c) Epulopiscium; (lane d) Chlamydomonas; and (lane e)
Amoeba proteus. Note the log scale and broad agreement with derived mean values in A and B. (Figure based on
data from Lane 2011a.)
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genomic studies point to an endosymbiosis be-
tween an archaeon host cell and a bacterial en-
dosymbiont, the ancestor of the mitochondria,
at the origin of eukaryotes (Rivera and Lake
2004; Pisani et al. 2007; Cox et al. 2008; Wil-
liams et al. 2012). In an endosymbiosis, a pop-
ulation of bacteria is internalized. Assuming
metabolic syntrophy, the endosymbionts pro-
vide an immediate advantage to the host cell.
In the case of the hydrogen hypothesis, for ex-
ample, the endosymbionts provide the metha-
nogen host cell with the H2 it needs (Martin
and Müller 1998). Having more endosymbionts
helps because they produce more H2. Critically,
endosymbionts are autonomous cells that rep-
licate themselves and compete with each other.
There is a general evolutionary tendency for
endosymbionts to lose genes and become ge-
nomically more streamlined because the inter-
nal environment is relatively constant compared
with the outside world (Lane and Archibald
2008). Gene loss is favored because it speeds
up replication; hence, the more streamlined en-
dosymbionts prevail. In the case of mitochon-
dria, which began as proteobacteria with several
thousand genes, the process of gene loss ulti-
mately reduced them to organelles. The ener-
getic benefits of this process are astonishing (see
Table 1). If 5% of unnecessary genes (e.g., those
required for cell wall synthesis) are lost from
each of 100 endosymbionts, the total rate of
ATP synthesis is not affected at all, but the over-
heads of protein synthesis are reduced by 50
billion ATPs. Over a 24-h life cycle, this is a

saving of 580,000 ATPs per second. In terms
of respiratory balance (ATP/ADP ratio, rate of
free-radical leak, and membrane potential), it
is better for the host cell to consume these
ATPs in its own growth, or on better supply
networks (such as a dynamic cytoskeleton)
that provide endosymbionts with the substrates
they need.

The Requirement for Core Bioenergetic
Genomes

Why could bacteria not internalize their bio-
energetic membranes in the same way as mito-
chondria, overcoming their surface-area-to-
volume constraints? Some bacteria, including
cyanobacteria, do have extensively invaginated
internal membranes, but never scale them up
over several orders of magnitude to eukaryotic
sizes (Fig. 3). The difference lies in mitochon-
drial genes. Mitochondria never lost their ge-
nomes altogether, except when they also lost
the capacity for respiration (van der Giezen
2009). Their core genomes invariably encode
the same group of membrane-integral respira-
tory proteins, plus the ribosomal and transfer
RNAs needed to express them locally (Gray
et al. 2004). The most compelling explanation
for the retention of these genes is that because
local transcription and translation enable a
swift, proportionate response to shifts in sub-
strate availability, oxygen tension, and free-rad-
ical leak, maintaining effective coupling of elec-
tron flow to ATP synthesis, as argued by the

Table 1. Potential ATP savings as a result of loss of endosymbiont proteins

Energy savings ATP cost Actin costs ATP cost

Number of proteins
(5% of 4-Mb genome)

200 Length of monomer—29 nm -

Endosymbiont genomes 100 Monomers per micrometer 35
Copies of each protein 2000 Residues per monomer 374
Amino acids per protein 250 Dimers in actin filament 2
ATPs per peptide bond 5 ATPs per peptide bond 5
Total per 24-h life cycle 50 � 109 Total per micrometer of actin 131,000
Total per second 580,000 Micrometers per second 4.5

Assuming a loss of 5% of genes from a standard bacterial genome in 100 endosymbionts, the total ATP savings amount to 50

billion ATPs over a 24-h life cycle, or 580,000 ATP/sec. If these “savings” were diverted into the assembly of a dynamic actin

cytoskeleton, they could, in principle, support the de novo synthesis and assembly of 4.5 mm of actin cytoskeleton per second

(an absurd 0.4 m over 24 h).
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CoRR (co-location for redox regulation) hy-
pothesis (Allen 1993, 2003). Local transcription
is indispensable in the mitochondria, but not in
other membrane systems such as the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER), because the costs and ben-
efits are much greater, while the time window is
far shorter. Mitochondrial membrane potential
is 150–200 mV, and the membrane is �5 nm
thick, giving a field strength of 30 MV/m, equal
to a bolt of lightning. The penalty for losing
control over this colossal electrical potential is
collapsing ATP availability, high rates of free-
radical leak, and cell death. Mitochondrial genes
are expressed in response to local (matrix)
changes in free-radical leak, which modulate re-
dox-sensitive transcription factors such as mt
topoisomerase-1 (Lane 2011b), via oxidation
of protein thiols (F Boege, pers. comm.). This
can correct for imbalances in electron flow
in a matter of minutes, where and when need-
ed, staving off cell death for a little long-
er. Suffocation at the organism level takes min-
utes; failure to control respiration in the
mitochondria carries an equally swift and lethal
penalty.

If genes are required to control respiration,
then large cyanobacteria with thylakoid mem-
branes such as Synechocystis should face similar
problems to Epulopiscium and Thiomargarita;

and, indeed, despite being much smaller than
those behemoths (a few micrometers in diam-
eter), they carry several hundred copies of their
full genome, undermining their energy per gene
in exactly the same way (Griese et al. 2011).
Thus, to generalize: The problem with substan-
tially expanding the surface area of bioenergetic
membranes, regardless of whether they are
convoluted internal membranes or the plasma
membrane itself, is that multiple copies of local
bioenergetic genomes are needed to control
chemiosmotic coupling. If these genomes are
complete copies of the full bacterial genome,
then no energetic advantage is gained.

The resemblance of remnant mitochondrial
genomes to bacterial plasmids might suggest the
use of “respiratory” plasmids positioned next
to bioenergetic membranes as another possibil-
ity. Plasmids containing the genes for respira-
tion (probably a couple of hundred genes in
total) are not known. Apart from the difficulties
involved in placing exactly the right genes on
a plasmid and positioning multiple giant plas-
mids next to the requisite membranes, the
immediate problem is intracellular transport.
There is no advantage to being larger without
the intracellular infrastructure to support great-
er size, but this would take many generations
to evolve, during which time the larger bacteria

Figure 3. Size and morphological complexity of eukaryotic alga versus cyanobacterium. Approximately scaled
comparison of (A) the eukaryotic alga Euglena with (B) the relatively large complex cyanobacterium Synecho-
cystis, here approximately to scale. Despite its extensive internal thylakoid membranes (magnified in C) and
moderate polyploidy (100–200 copies of nucleoid), Synechocystis is approximately 1500 times smaller by
volume. (Courtesy of Mark Farmer, University of Georgia.)
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should be selected against. Normal bacteria are
not deficient in ATP, so simply producing more
ATP has no benefit. This is a very different
situation from endosymbiosis, where there is a
syntrophic benefit from the beginning. The
host cell benefits from endosymbionts, not be-
cause it gains more ATP, but because it gains the
substrate it needs to grow at all (e.g., H2). The
more endosymbionts, the more substrate, and
hence the advantage to greater size. Thus, there
is an advantage to endosymbionts from the
start, but no obvious advantage to being larger
purely for the sake of making more ATP.

Endosymbiosis in Prokaryotes Gives Rise
to Extreme Genomic Asymmetry

Thus, only endosymbiotic gene loss supports
a larger nuclear genome. The total amount of
DNA in a cell may not change, but its distribu-
tion does. Eukaryotes display an extreme geno-
mic asymmetry, in which hundreds or thou-
sands of tiny mitochondrial genomes support,
energetically, a huge nuclear genome, typically
three to four orders of magnitude larger than
the largest known prokaryotic genomes (Greg-
ory 2005). In contrast, in giant bacteria with
extreme polyploidy, such gene loss is not possi-
ble. Bacterial nucleoids are not autonomous
selective units and not capable of compet-
ing among themselves for succession. They re-
main stable as standard “bacterial” genomes
over many generations, each one several mega-
bases in size, unlike mitochondrial DNA, which
in vertebrates is reduced to a mere �20 kb.
Thus, endosymbiosis is necessary for the ex-
treme genomic asymmetry that supports nucle-
ar genome expansion. Reams of DNA is not the
same thing as complexity, but it forms the ge-
netic raw material for the proliferation of gene
families—3000 new gene families at the origin
of eukaryotes (Koonin et al. 2004; Fritz-Laylin
et al. 2010)—and the exploration of protein se-
quence space that underpins eukaryotic geno-
mic and morphological complexity. The evolu-
tion of traits like phagocytosis, which require
hundreds if not thousands of new genes, must
have incurred a massive energetic cost for exper-
imentation with new protein families, a cost

that is readily borne by eukaryotes but was never
met by bacteria or archaea (Lane and Martin
2010; Lane 2011a). In this regard, it is revealing
that phagocytosis might have arisen on three
separate occasions in eukaryotes (Yutin et al.
2009).

Endosymbiosis is common in eukaryotes
capable of phagocytosis, but extremely rare in
prokaryotes, although a single free-living exam-
ple is known (Wujek 1979), so it is possible. The
rare occurrence of endosymbiosis in the absence
of phagocytosis is also attested by endosymbi-
onts in fungi, which are no more phagocytic
than bacteria (Minerdi et al. 2002). It is there-
fore unlikely that natural selection, even acting
over geological epochs on infinite prokaryotic
populations, will give rise to eukaryotic com-
plexity, except by way of a rare endosymbiosis.
This could, in part, explain the long delay before
eukaryotes arose. Resolving the intimate con-
flicts between prokaryotic host cell and endo-
symbiont must have been equally difficult
(Blackstone 2013) and could explain the evolu-
tion of unique eukaryotic traits.

MITOCHONDRIA AND THE EVOLUTION
OF BASAL EUKARYOTIC TRAITS

The retention of mitochondrial genes is signifi-
cant because it means that all complex eukary-
otic cells must balance the requirements of two
genomes in every cell. From the beginning, the
two genomes were necessary for the chimeric
cell to function because each depended on the
other for growth—a true symbiosis. The loss of
endosymbiont genes and transfer of others to
the nucleus helped integrate the two cells into
one, but the fact that this process was never—
can never be—completed means that eu-
karyotes remain fundamentally chimeric. The
precise selection pressures that mitochondria
placed on their host cells must have changed
over time, but the dominant leitmotif of eu-
karyotic evolution, differing radically from any-
thing in bacteria and archaea, is the need for
intergenomic coadaptation, generation after
generation. I suggest that this requirement of-
fers productive and testable insights into why
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eukaryotes evolved many unique traits that are
never seen in prokaryotes.

The earliest problem produced by endo-
symbiosis was likely to be a high mutation
rate, especially aberrant recombinations deriv-
ing from group II mobile self-splicing introns.
These retroelements probably derived from the
endosymbiont and proliferated through the
host cell genome, possibly fragmenting circular
chromosomes into linear pieces, before decay-
ing into fixed introns. Introns require splicing
out of transcripts, and the spliceosome that
does so derives from bacterial group II introns,
hinting at a common origin for both spliceo-
somes and eukaryotic introns (Lambowitz and
Zimmerly 2004; Roy and Gilbert 2006). As
pointed out by Martin and Koonin (2006), be-
cause splicing is much slower than ribosom-
al translation, unless introns are spliced out be-
fore reaching the ribosome, aberrant proteins
are translated with intron sequences intact, po-
tentially causing an error catastrophe. Physically
separating transcription from translation, by in-
serting a barrier between the two—the nuclear
membrane—solves the problem, giving a strong
selection pressure for the evolution of the nu-
cleus in eukaryotes that does not exist in pro-
karyotes (Martin and Koonin 2006).

The high mutation rate might also have
driven the origin of meiosis and sex (Lane
2011a). The maintenance of sex was the “queen”
of biological questions in the 20th century, but
most work compared sex with clonal reproduc-
tion. Without recombination, selection must
operate on whole chromosomes. This means
that mildly deleterious mutations accumulate,
and selective sweeps for particular variants wipe
out variation in linked genes throughout a pop-
ulation—selective interference (Keightley and
Otto 2006). Recombination breaks up chromo-
somes and forms new combinations of alleles
that can be subject to natural selection. Thus,
sex increases variance, which facilitates selec-
tion, improving fitness over time as unfit alleles
are purged. Sex works best if selection is strong:
if there is a high mutation rate, continuously
generating unfit alleles, or if there is strong se-
lection for fit alleles, such as those that con-
fer resistance to parasites (Keightley and Otto

2006). The problem is that bacteria are not clon-
al but maintain fluid chromosomes by LGT.
Thus, the origin of syngamy, meiosis, and recip-
rocal recombination across the entire genome
from LGT in bacteria is a more difficult ques-
tion. Two factors stand out here, which can be
modeled explicitly. First, intron invasion should
have produced a high mutation rate in early
eukaryotes (as well as breaking up chromo-
somes into linear fragments, causing problems
with the normal cell cycle) (Koonin 2009). Sec-
ond, the acquisition of mitochondria enabled
the expansion of nuclear genome size over sev-
eral orders of magnitude (Lane and Martin
2010). Even if the mutation rate remained con-
stant (e.g., one detrimental mutation in 5000
genes per generation), expanding genome size
to 20,000 genes causes problems that might not
be soluble by LGT, which is piecemeal and non-
reciprocal. Another intriguing possibility is
that systematic recombination of nuclear genes
could aid their coadaptation to rapidly mutat-
ing mitochondrial genes by minimizing selec-
tive interference.

The Requirement for Mitonuclear
Coadaptation

The requirement for mitonuclear coadaptation
is central to eukaryotic evolution. Rapidly mu-
tating mitochondrial genes cannot be purged
by sex because each selective unit—each host
cell—contains a mixed population of mito-
chondria. But similar principles apply. Just as
sex increases the variance in a population, so
does the uniparental inheritance of mitochon-
dria. Zygotes that receive mitochondria from
only one of the two fusing gametes are more
likely to have a clonal population of mitochon-
dria (especially if there is a sampling of the
mitochondrial population during gamete for-
mation). Different zygotes then have different
clones of mitochondria, increasing the variance
across the population. This facilitates selection
for the best mitochondria, at the level of the host
cell, in much the same way as sex (Hadjivasiliou
et al. 2012, 2013). In contrast, biparental in-
heritance of mitochondria decreases variance
between zygotes and interferes with selection
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(Hadjivasiliou et al. 2012, 2013). This is one
of the deepest distinctions between the two sex-
es, even in isogametic algae and fungi: One sex
passes on mitochondria, and the other does not
(Hurst and Hamilton 1992). The subsequent
evolution of anisogamy, in which oocytes
pass on a large clonal population of mito-
chondria while sperm have their tiny popula-
tions of mitochondria destroyed, is the gateway
to true sexes—again, unknown in bacteria or
archaea.

The existence of two sexes facilitates selec-
tion for mitochondrial integrity, but also exag-
gerates the disparity in the tempo and mode
of evolution of mitochondrial and nuclear ge-
nomes. Nuclear genes are recombined by sex
every generation (at least in most multicellular
eukaryotes). Recombination, in turn, facilitates
selection against mildly deleterious mutations,
which can slow the evolution rate. In contrast,
mitochondrial genes are inherited asexually
down the maternal line. The evolution rate
of mitochondrial genes is 20- to 40-fold faster
than the nuclear mean in animals and other
groups such as fungi (Pesole et al. 1999; Nab-
holz et al. 2009). Although the nucleotide sub-
stitution rate is substantially lower in plant
mitochondria, their genomes are more prone to
recombinatorial errors; hence, the overall mu-
tation rate can still be high (Galtier 2011). Both
mitochondrial and nuclear genomes encode key
subunits of the respiratory chain, which must
interact with each other with nanoscopic pre-
cision for effective electron transfer and ATP
synthesis (Lane 2011b,c). All biochemistry and
physiology depend on ATP; hence, a failure to
interact correctly affects growth and develop-
ment, fertility, and survival. Nothing could be
more central to fitness. Yet these critical respi-
ratory proteins are encoded by two genomes
that are inherited in contrasting ways and that
diverge from each other sharply. This bizarre
situation is little short of outrageous but is
dictated by the requirement for local mitochon-
drial genomes, combined with a tendency to
transfer any genes to the nucleus that can be
physically moved. Thus, the mosaic respiratory
chain is no freak accident but a necessary feature
of all complex eukaryotic cells—and if the thesis

in this article is correct, all complex life any-
where in the universe.

What happens if the two genomes do not
match properly and electrons fail to flow freely
down the mosaic respiratory chains? An imped-
ance of electron flow means that the respiratory
complexes become more highly reduced, as
electrons cannot flow onward. Complexes I
and III are replete with reduced low-poten-
tial FeS centers that react readily with oxygen.
This produces oxygen free radicals, notably the
superoxide radical, O2†2, and other reactive
oxygen species. These oxidize membrane lipids
such as cardiolipin, which, in turn, release cy-
tochrome c into the intermembrane space and
cytosol. At the same time, ATP synthesis dwin-
dles with electron flow. This triad of factors—a
fall in ATP levels, free-radical leak, and cyto-
chrome c release—is the classic trigger of pro-
grammed cell death in animals and plants and
was greeted with “general stupefaction” (Hen-
gartner 1998) when discovered in the mid 1990s.
Why would a respectable respiratory protein
lead a double life as the harbinger of death?
From the perspective of eukaryotic evolution,
however, it makes perfect sense (Lane 2011b,c).
Given the evolutionary divergence of the mito-
chondrial and nuclear genomes, combined with
the necessity for them to work together closely,
selection for mitonuclear coadaptation is neces-
sary. Apoptosis is a form of functional selection
against cells, and by extension whole organisms,
with incompatible mitochondrial and nuclear
genomes (Lane 2011c).

The strength of selection for mitonuclear
coadaptation in each generation is unknown,
but there is abundant evidence of selection for
coadaptation over evolutionary time in many
eukaryotic groups including animals, plants,
and fungi. This evidence includes a concordance
between the evolutionary rates of mitochondrial
and nuclear genes encoding respiratory-chain
subunits (Blier et al 2001; Mishmar et al. 2006;
Gershoni et al. 2010); a decline in respiratory
function in nuclear–cytoplasmic hybrids (cy-
brids) (Barrientos et al. 1998; Dey et al. 2000;
Yamaoka et al. 2000); and hybrid breakdown
in introgressed populations caused by mitonu-
clear incompatibilities (Burton et al. 2006; Elli-
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son and Burton 2008; Burton and Barreto
2012). The rapid rates of mitochondrial diver-
gence in some species, notably copepods—
some 50-fold faster than the nuclear mean—
means that mitonuclear incompatibility is the
dominant factor in hybrid breakdown (Burton
and Barreto 2012). How commonly this con-
tributes to the origin of species is unknown,
but given the generality of fast mitochondrial
evolution rates in animals, mitonuclear incom-
patibilities could play an important role (Ger-
shoni et al. 2009; Lane 2009; Chou and Leu
2010; Burton and Barreto 2012).

Evolutionary Trade-Offs Relating to
Respiratory Function

Theoretically, the quality of mitonuclear coad-
aptation ought to depend on aerobic require-
ments. Organisms with high aerobic demands,
such as powered flight, need fast electron flow
and efficient respiration, and hence excellent
mitonuclear coadaptation (Lane 2011c). Mito-
chondrial and nuclear genomes that are even
slightly incompatible should therefore trigger

apoptosis, eliminating defective embryos early
in development. Strong purifying selection on
mitonuclear incompatibility is predicted to con-
strain the evolution of mitochondrial DNA,
which is certainly the case in birds (Nabholz
et al. 2009). Little is known about how such
selection operates, but it is likely to involve mi-
tochondrial free-radical leak.

Species with high aerobic requirements
would benefit from a lower apoptotic threshold;
that is, a moderate free-radical leak signals a
mild incompatibility, triggering apoptosis (Lane
2011c). High rates of apoptosis lower fertility
because embryos with mildly incompatible ge-
nomes are terminated before term. Conversely,
species with low aerobic requirements (such as
rats) should tolerate much higher rates of free-
radical leak before triggering apoptosis, giving
them a high apoptotic threshold. The benefit in
this case is much greater fertility because fewer
embryos need to be terminated. More variation
in mitochondrial DNA could also be tolerated,
potentially facilitating adaptation to different
climates and diets (Wallace 2013), albeit at
greater risk of mitochondrial diseases. These

High threshold:
high free-radical leak

Low aerobic capacity

High tolerance of
heteroplasmy

High incidence of
mitochondrial diseases
Good adaptability to
environmental change

Low threshold:
low free-radical leak

High aerobic capacity

Low tolerance of
heteroplasmy

Low incidence of
mitochondrial diseases

Poor adaptability to
environmental change

High fertilityLow fertility

Small litter sizes

Slow aging

Low susceptibility to
age-related disease

Large litter sizes

Fast aging

High susceptibility  to
age-related disease

Respiration
optimized

Threshold

Apoptosis

Figure 4. The apoptotic threshold is variable and determines fitness. The threshold for apoptosis can be raised or
lowered in principle (center panel). If the threshold is low (left) even a small increase in free-radical leak triggers
apoptosis. A low tolerance for free-radical leaks selects for good mitonuclear coadaptation, with predicted costs
and benefits listed in the left-hand panel, correspondingly to a K reproductive strategy. High tolerance for free-
radical leaks raises the threshold for apoptosis. This relaxes selection for mitonuclear coadaptation, correspond-
ing to an r reproductive strategy, with the costs and benefits listed in the right-hand panel.
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simple considerations imply that there is a
trade-off between fertility, adaptability, and aer-
obic capacity (Fig. 4). Insofar as a low free-rad-
ical leak is linked with a long life span and a
lower risk of age-related diseases, the stringency
of selection for mitonuclear coadaptation could
influence rates of aging and susceptibility to
age-related diseases (Lane 2011b).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Much is known about the mechanisms of evo-
lution and natural selection, but this knowledge
gives little insight into the actual trajectory
of life on Earth. A consideration of membrane
bioenergetics offers striking insights into why
life arose so early here, why all life on Earth
is chemiosmotic, why prokaryotes stalled in
their morphological complexity, why eukary-
otes arose only once in 4 billion years and then
evolved a large number of traits that have puz-
zled biologists for a century, and why these traits
are never seen in prokaryotes. This perspective is
as yet a tentative outline, but makes several pre-
dictions about the traits of both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic life that can be tested by mathemat-
ical modeling and experiment. If true, energetic
constraints dictated the evolution of life as
much as genetics. These principles should apply
equally to life elsewhere in the universe, making
the bold if unsettling prediction that any com-
plex alien life will share many traits with life on
Earth, from mitochondria to sex, for the very
same reasons.
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